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VASTNED ACQUIRES PREMIUM HIGH 

STREET SHOP IN BRUGGE CITY CENTRE 

 
Rotterdam, 30 September 2013 – Vastned, the listed European retail property 

fund focusing on venues for premium shopping, has expanded its Belgian high 
street shop portfolio with the acquisition of a listed property at Steenstraat 38 

in Brugge (Belgium) for € 11.5 million. The high street shop was acquired at a 
yield that is in line with the market.  

 
Taco de Groot, Vastned CEO: ‘With this property the Belgian team, led by Jean 
Paul Sols, has managed to acquire a high street shop in one of the top 

locations in Brugge. Brugge is an ancient city whose historic city centre is a 
UNESCO world heritage site, drawing in many national and international 

tourists every year. The Steenstraat in the heart of Brugge offers a unique 
shopping location and is therefore highly sought after by retailers. That is why 
this high street shop is a perfect fit with the portfolio we are striving for.’ 
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After refurbishment, Massimo Dutti will open for business in this high street 

shop in the historic city centre of Brugge. The shop is located in the very best 
part of Steenstraat and has a unique 17-metre wide façade. The surface area 
is divided over three floors: the basement measures 215 m², the ground floor 

242 m² and the first floor is 240 m². On the second floor another 244 m² is 
available, which will be used for storage and staff facilities. Due to the 

attractiveness of the location we expect to be able to realise rent growth. In 
Brugge Vastned already owns the 2,000 m² property at Steenstraat 80 which 
is leased to H&M. The transaction was financed from existing credit lines. 

 
Massimo Dutti is part of the Spanish Inditex Group, along with other brands 

like Zara, Zara Home, Bershka and Uterqüe. In Antwerp Massimo Dutti has 
also chosen to lease one of Vastned’s high street shops on one of the most 

popular shopping streets, Meir 99.    
 
History of the property  

The property was built in 1673 in classicistic style as the guildhall of the city’s 
carpenters. In about 1982 the property was torn down except for its facade, 

fully rebuilt and fitted out a bank. Until mid-2013 it was in use as a branch of 
KBC bank. It is now being refurbished as a shop for Massimo Dutti, respecting 
the façade’s rich architecture. The fitting which will be done by Massimo 

Dutti’s will further enhance the  stature and character of the property. 
 

 
About Vastned  
Vastned is a listed European retail property fund focusing on 'venues for 

premium shopping'. Vastned invests in selected geographical markets in 
Europe and Turkey, with a clear focus on the best retail property in the most 

popular shopping streets in the bigger cities (‘high streets’). It also owns 
attractive shopping centres and retail warehouses. The company’s tenants 
including strong, leading international and national retail brands. The property 

portfolio has a size of approximately € 1.8 billion. 
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